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K>SS: 

Oral History Interview 

with 

ROBERT H. JOHNSON 

August 29,. 1974 · 
Washington, D.C. 

By William W. M::>ss 

.For the John F. Kennedy Library 

Let me begin, Mr. Johnson, by asking you to 

identify yourself, and particularly by reference 
I 

to your career up to 1961 and your service 

on the .){ational 1'ecurity staff under the 

Kennedy fdministration •. 

JOHNSON: My name is Robert H. Johnson. I came to the 

government in 1951, in Jul~after having got a 
a_\- \-\Aa."'RC2.C (lh.>•'IEQ~ ,-·'J . 

Ph~D.Aand having been an instructor in the 

!'overnment ¢epartment at Harvard for two years • . 

Initially I was very briefly an assistant to the 

tssistant ~xecutive pecretary, Hugh Foley. And 

then som~time within the first year~! became 
J. ,/ [-:rA,.,.., ce~· 1 

assistant to the ~xecutive ~ecretary,AJiinlny 

I al.Joost left the NSC [National Security 

Council] staff in 1954 because I had basically an 
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administrative job~and I was quite discontent. 

But then<'.{:: wee . too;cd eyez; ~C""> fs a result of 

expressing this discontent, I was moved over : 
-· - - ·-

to something called the fpecial jtaff, which was 

~~the first substantive staff created 

within the NSC staff. Prior to that time, all 

of us on the staff performed ifiil1s1 aotfft:1 some 

substantive, as well as administrative1 functions~ 
but there was primarily a kind of administrative 

staff. ~I became a niember and secretary of 

the ~peciai ptaff., Then J. in 1959, as a re.sult 

of some other changes on the NSC staff, I 

became what was called the pirector of the 

/lanning joard 1ecretariat, which is not a very 

meaningful tit·le. I was JZ'xecutive ;ecretary of 
. ~0$ 

the NSC f lanning 1o'ard, which,. 9~ the fssistant 

Jecretary level body below the NSC. ~I 
-. 

was ¢"tairman of the /lanning ,Board assistants, 

which was the ~ inter-departmental leve~ 
below that which did a lot of the actual drafting 

of ~ NSC papers. ~I was there Q!ift1: "t~ 

at the time that the Kennedy ,<dministration came 

in. 

Just for the record, would you distinguish that 

from the OCB [Operations Coordinating Board]l 
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Well, ~atfOris Coo!4inating Boa~ 

the theoretical distinction was that the 

llanning ~oard was concerned with the devedop

ment of policy ·recomnendations for the 'lhuncilj 

'fne Operations Coordinating Board was concerned 

with implementation of NSC and related policies. 

My role as chairman of the f,oard assistants 

I think .was perhaps the DK>st important role that 

I performed during that timee J I was a 

fairly active Fttairman. 

What sort ofjlimctions - you perfo~1 
What dld it require you to do? 

JOHNSON: Well, it mainly required me to sitJin on an 
'~~ 

M>SS: 

awful,._meetings, chairing meetings, not in-

frequently a112day meetings. And then, as I 

said, I also served as J!xecutive ~ecretary of ··n, ... ~ 
the 1lanning Jfoar<\y ~,..meant that I was a 

note-taker; that is, basically~! kept the 
I 

record .on drafting changes and that sort of thing 

in the ;1anning ftoard/ and handled the administrative 

side of it in the sense of getting the papers outt 

,; revised versions of ('fj/ papers out,..after they ~~ 
. I 

~been discussed, and so on. 
uJh o \loJ EA E. 

All right, there were a number of you~there as 

career people, as it were~or at least as long

" 
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term appointment peopl~who were there when the 
I 

Kennedy i.dministration came in. Yourself, 

~ Belk, Bromley Smith and a 

number of othersie 

Well, those were the two that you remember 

because they were the two that survive~<' R 

Yes, all right well • • • 

JOHNSON: .s- cijl !-1..m:>st everybody else left. 

MJSS: 

JOHNSON: 

Okay. Tell some of the p~ople who left and 

sort of why they did; and then why those two 

and you stayed. 

Well, I'm not absoluteiy sure about this but 

what happened was that there was a hiatus 

initially,9"during which those of us who were 

there on the NSC staff sat around without an 

awful lot to do~fh&i£ !!e would get 

individual assignments as I recall, some 

assignments anyway, during that time,t j,ut 

the new fdministration really hadn't decided, 

I think, what to do with the staff. 

Then we _were, as I remember, brought in 

individually~ and told. whether we were going to be 

kept at some stage. My recollection, but it's ••• 
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Who brought you in to talk to you? 

Well, I think that we came • • • • I'm not 

absolutely sure about who it was that we saws 

~ether it was [McGeorge] Bundy_, [Walt W.] 

Rostow, or a combination of the two of them. 

@at' s , 45 ' And !) !gain, one' s recollections -
are so faulty on thi.s kind of thing, but that's 

. 
that's my recollection. ~ !!lY recollection 

= 
also is that the thing that crystallized some 

action was the Bay of Pigs business, but I 

may be wrong about that. I know tha~ 
,-

some people had be~ told~ I t~ink Jimny 

Lay had been told fairly early on that he would 

not be kept~- "lut there were a number of us 

who weren't sure·. But I ftlixli ~ . ~ 

I believe it was after the Bay of Pigs 
C"eO.~\..."'f 

business when they tried to~get themselves~,~ 

organized that some of these decisions were made. 

J ~y some of us were kept and why some of us , 
weren't is mysterious as far as I'm concerned. 

I presume what _they did was they talked around to 

other people about us~t:_heytin some cases, I think, 

tested us a little bit with some assignments. 

I recall, I got some assignments~ 
I don't remember that I got any terribly 

meaningful ones during that time.4J In any event, 
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• 
they were obviously looking for a different kind 

of staff person from the sort that we had had 

before. I iqean the staff that had been there before 

has served ctDC.:ff!t institution{basically..,.the 
~ , . 

NSC. nte staff that they were trying to create 

was 1111ch m:>re a presidential staff. Now, 

obviously, that distinction is not an 

absolute one because the institution itself was 

a presidential institution.q/But,'"it was a staff 

~ that was characterized in general by a 

great dea~ - ~_f caution~;t had had to make its 

way from a time~-......_,you have to \lllderstand 

some of th~ . histo~---¢;;om a C~ back in 1947 

when the NSC was first set up and when there were 

a lo"t of misgivings on the part of the agencies · 

as to the NSC and the way that it might get 

involved in their work, particularly on the part 

of the State ~epartment(!) (?rsi'ftb' I've written 

an organizational history of the NSC which spells 
r~e some of · this out in a very bureaucrat kind of 

fl. 

la~~ 
So that there was a kind of tradition~ you 

might say/ of caution becau~e of an awareness 

that one had to maneuver carefully in order to 

avoid backlash from the State Department partieularly, 



but from the other participants as well in 

the wh~le process. ~ that was one of the --
things that stnick one first when he came to 

' 
work · there J as I did in '511'- er how damfte.c). 

cautious the approach was on the seemingly 

routine matters like memo writing and so on( 

that there were certain forD11las that one· 
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used in order to avoid running into difficulty. 

41 Now{ I think that changed to a degree with the 

Eisenhower fdministration and the creation of 

the jpecial ;ssistant, who. stil~ by and 

large ran an institution, the NSC, rather than 
e. 

served as the personal advispr to thefresident~-

althougb/ to a degree that I'm not clear about, 

he did serve as an advisfr to the fresident}~t 
the NSC staff did get into substantive matters 

'" 0.. to a greater degree and ouch more consistent way. 
A. 

· i!!JI I think this did make for some degree of change 

in the kind of person. But still, basical~, it 
p~crt:\-'j • k,NO 0~ 

was, a~~ cautious~operation and you got 

really socialized to that~ whole set of 
c:-: 

attitudes there. '5JJf! I think that was one of the 

things that was a limitation on the use of a 

number of the people there who were able in terms of) 
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dffeo tn t~t:E:_~ basic intelligence and so on, 

Wlderstanding of problems and whatbot. But 

they had been imbued with this kind of atmosphere 

of caution. 

And then how did this appear to change into a 

presidential staff? Just what do you mean by that? 

Well, I think the evolution was rather gradual. 
_.s:ll_ 

~l·lfy =~ It became nuch more of a substantive 

staff. We were not serving an institution 

primarily. We were not engaged in _a paper-

pushing kind of operat~on that all of us were 

involv~d in to some degree all through the 

Eisenhower ~ministration and earlier in the 

Truman )Cdmi.nistration. And) D1.1ch more we were •• 

Well, "the staff that survived and the staff that 

was brought in was given various sorts of 

functional areas of responsibility.~"Given" is 

a kind of exaggeration because the way it 

a~lly worked, as you may know, is that we 

learned by process of assignment what our area 

of responsibility was, which created some 
tJ 

cowflict·s and uncertainties initially. For 
0 Bob 

example, ~ [Robert W. ]"Komer and I split . 
~+ 

South Asia and~annoyed the hell out of him, 

• • 
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claim to India while he was working Pakistan. 

Similarly, it annoyed the hell out of me that 

he kept getting into the West New Guinea 

business when I thought that was tm)re. • • • 
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It didn't annoy me; I mean, it was useful to a 

point; but there was a certain am:>unt of tension 

and uncertainty just because of the nx>de of 

operation which was infonnal, the Kennedy style, 

all this stuff. 

We'll get into an example of that, by the way, 
~ve 

on the Vietnam memoranda that !,_brought down. 

-'Dlere a re a couple of Komer ones in there all¥)ngst ..._,, ,.. 
your's ari~ Rostow's. 

I'm not surprised, ~ · So that one found out ,. 
gradually, as I say, what one's area of assignmetf 

was. - I found out that my area of assignment 

was basically East Asia; ~ that's what I 

spent xoost o·f my time on,.although I was involved 
J 

to a slight degree in the India business. I was 

wooed by the Pakistani embassy there for a while, 

interestingly, because they were just getting 

ready to crank up some difficulty over Kashmir. 
'les.,.. 

<YeaK; 1%feme~ w"-('.>"'t ·n('\p~eA~ 
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JOHNSON: They were trying to get some leverage in the 

tdministration4and they took me out to lunch 

and all this stuff. 

K>SS: 
O'no'°'o."'~~ ~'f\JD \(o.h") 

Ayub~was also agitating for a guarantee 

of U.S. help in case of invasion from ~anybody . • 
1~ h~ ~~ 
~~ I<S!j,_forgotten that if Il:d:l!Dl\known it. JOHNSON: 

K>SS: ••• too/ at that point. ~ 'lt'!.Q 

JOHNSON: a::t;;Bhia~£ei~t~0~;:::·=:3D;i~ I'm going to hate to read this 

stuff~ r 't<:. l'\e u.l(!) 

[Laughter] 

• • 

JOHNSON: 

K>SS: 

I've had some .experience with kind of business ••• 

I know, I know, I know. 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

• • • and it comes off so disorganized. You 
- · - ·- · - - ·- - (D...,i~~-t D.J 

have a certain sympathy for~£isenhower and 

his press conferences after you've had some 

experience with this sort of thing. 

That's right, that's right. The conversational 

thing just does not read like smooth prose. 

There's no way it's going to. 

I know it, I know it. Well, let's see, where 

do we go from here. 

All right. I think where we go from here is to 

Well, first 

to ask you 

about [Andrew J.] Goodpaster, and what he did 

talk a little bit about the. • • • 

in that little interim period for the fisrt 

t 
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two or three m:>nths • . Clllil.:::::a" 

I don't know. 

All I see1him doing really is passing on things 

from the State Department on appointments, for 

ins t ·ance, that kind o ~ thing. 

I really don't know. He wasn't inwlved in 

Bundy's staff meetings to the best of f1rJ 

recollection. 

Okay. Because all I see is ~ initially, 

when things come over from State Secretariat 

requesting an appointment for ambassador-so-and-so 

or somebody or other, in the first two or three 

months, these are all still going to Goodpaster 

as they had been I presume in the Eisenhower 

j(dministration. 

I didn' t know • • • 

M>SS: 'nlat didn't change for about three or four 

months~~ I wondired what his role was. 

JOHNSON: I diae,'t lmow anything about it. 

M>SS: Okay. The next thing is to ask about Bromley 

Smith and his . rolei> fnd jflp1 Jjp1 I c • • : S' 

jxactly ~at it was; how you perceived it• and 

how it changed if you perceived a change. 

, 
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tl:miffiiafE::itisein~oli:t::::.=='~- It's partly a matter .:~ of 

recollection and partly a matter of some unclearness 

about his role( even when I was on the NSC staff. 

But Brom, of course, became formally the 
'"to 

Pcecuti v~retary /ti the Council, which meant 
'"'O.f'\~ \ . ,,...... r-

that he that job in so ~ar as there was a 
" \J' '-J 

job of paper-pushing and so on. But my perceptio~ 

of Brom's role was that he was a kind of 

administrative chief of staff for Bundy~handling 
an awful lot of comnunications for Bundy9 that is, . 
he was a communicator-and he'~ quite g~od at 

\$. ,. . 
this because he .-.,. an expert bureaucrat--back and 

forth between·~undy and the agencies. Beyond that, 

I really don't have a clear recollection of it. 

I know that there was a certain aroount of tension. 

It's probably come out. I remember that Bob 

Komer used to be upset by Brom's rol~ 
~ 0 ---woa0 ::l'mj!>------ - . . 

a~ 'i'~ause it was unclear how it was related sometimes 

to the things that we were supposed to be doing 

substantively, I think. Although/ I don't remember 

ever having any particular problem with Bromley. 

Of course, I knew him. I had been a colleague 
\c. M \,) 'o j N\ 

for a long time. Bob,. too because Bob. ·had been 
~' I 

in,_NSC business 'for. • • • , · 
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~~ 

a~role . in the coDEJLU'lications between the 

White House and the agencies. 
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-
Okay, let me ask you to comnent of the Bundy-

/A 

Rostow relationship. How did that shake down? 

What did· you see the two of them doing initially, 

and how did it change up to the time of the 

Thanksgiving Day )fassacre and shift over . to State? 
. . 

Well, you see, initially, when you say initially, 

the first two or three ioonths, whatever it 

was, we w~ren't 'that involved; I wasn't that 

involved. · People li~e Bob Komer that were 'oro1o.1q\\"t i" 
"'c. w :c -\-\.\ \ f\ ~ \J..)C,. ~ t:. " 

,_involved to a greater degree. @f; !.O I'm -
not clear about that initial perio<G~t my general 

recollection of it is, as your notes suggest here, 

that there was a kind of division of the world 

basically~in which Rostow handled the LDC [less-
. . p~n- J: ;..._ .. ~\~ 

developed countries] i and Bundy handled Europe and 

" East-West relat'ionsj- and so on; with Rostow also 

being involved in economic kinds of issues that . 
went beyond LDC's. I think that was the rough 

division of .labor. In addition to that, Walt" 
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had these sessions--c!l'which I'm sure youl~aware of 

through other interviews--wi.th the 1resident 

periodically_. Just kind of brain-storming sessions, 
out 

as I understood them, ·in. which he was throwingAvarious 

kinds of ideas. It was part of Kennedy's effort;-. 

I think, to search for new ideas and perspectives. 

And~ as far as I know, he was no~ constrained 

there by his normal day-to-day responsibilities. 

But I don't know a lot about that e~t ~ the 
e. 

exist~nce of those sessions. 
Q~a.~C!) ~ 
-t. nie first meioo I see from you is late-fApril 1961. 

niat's very likely. 

MlSS: Does this suit your recollection? 
'tes . 

JOHNSON: ~ I think that's probably it. I may have 

" volunteered some things earlier, I .have a 

feeling that I di~ bliE . 7# 

M:>SS: ~~-=-:_~~;. As you ll.10rked wit~ Rostow~ particularly J
through t;ti(!1 tbr- this Vietnam thing/ how did 

you see his role change over that first eleven 

nx>nths? Did it, or did it remain fairly stable? 

JOHNSON: Well, my recollection is that it was pretty stableJ' 

jhat is~ that Walt ~ the Vietnam guy in the 

White H(>use from the time that I began being 

involved in Vietna~ j.t' s my recollection. ,, 
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He was named as the formal representative of the 

White House NSC staff on the Vietnam .task force 

when that was set _upf that i .sl th~ jtanding one. 

lbere was the [R~swell L.] Gilpatric fask ,Orc~A= 

I forget his relationship to that whether he was 

a member of that or not. 

No, ((""~u' .t. , , ~ He wasn't a member of that. 

No. 

I don't think so, no. But when they set up the 

new #tanding mechanism, h.e was the member 

formallytl was the actual p~rticipant in the · 

meetings. d I think that's the way it Giiij? 
ran all the way through. I recall having made 

some couments on the Gilpatric '/ask force !eporr, 

but I had not been invo 1 ved in any way in the 

J(eport itself, to the best of T1l'J recollection. 

That is1 I got it cold and I was responding to 

it without really any significant background 

on what had gone into it. 

'nlat's interesting because I have that melD) of 

yours in this packe~ ~ 
Oh you do? 

~~es~ 
I sort of shudder at the thought of looking at 

some of these things. 
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(Laughter] 

<Ga! of tlii -~ Some of my later mem:>s that -·---· --•+ 
got into the Pentagon Papers/\is really kind of 

amazing r"'/he government longer versiotltt< 1 J> 

fou know, becau~e you were shooting-off memos 

al.l the· time during that phase~ IJ'd ~ou tAjtf 2 :;::Q 

tS!& have no recollection exactly of "*tat you were 

saying. 

Let me ask about Bundy and Rostow in their 

operating styles and so on. Was there a 

conflict of any sort in the way they approached 

things that created difficulties at times or~ ••• 

Well they're very different kinds of personalities, 

as you are in no doubt aware. @ ~ne of the 

reasons why I left when Walt went to the State 

Department was because I found it difficult, m:>re 

difficult to imagine myself working for Bundy on 

a regular basis. · I just found"''f; a little bit 
II. 

t00re difficult to work fo~g I admired him 
. ~s 

a great dea1tbut heEi~not an easy person to 

relate to. 

1'1>55: In ~t ways? 

JOHNSON: Well, Bundy was sort of super intelligent~.~ pe 

not only is super intelligent, but he conveys that 
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impression to you. ~one way of expressing --
it that I've often expressed it is that when you're 

in talking to him, y~ always have the feeling ~ -t 
he' s about two paragraphs ahead of you and 

wished to hell you'd get to where he was. 

[Laughter] 

I understand. I interviewed him and I understand 

exactly what you mean. 

And that was kind of upsetting because it made 
·~ "'e. ~o..~- o..\t-~~J 

you wonder why you bothered to say anything at all" ···J 
I think it was a dangerous tendency, actually, in 

retrospect. I mean, there is a danger in being 

so, you know • • • 

M>SS: Yes. 

JOHNSON: • • • you maybe don't listen to what is being said~ 
in the meanwhile. 

M>SS: Uh, uh. 

JOHNSON: But in any event, I found it rather difficult 

to talk to somebody like that. Now Walt is a 

very different kind of person. He's a warm 
• . . 

human being. I had serious _disagreements with 

Walt on the Vietnam business from the very beginninga 

or from at least a very early stage~ cBtze • 7-b - -- . ,_~ 
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fnd differences with him on other thingsj 

~estions about his approach to problems. Bu~ 

on the other hand, he was a very great guy to work 

for, at least he was in TJJ'j experience. He gave 

you a lot of freedoi ~e's a warm personj ~e 
gave you the ·feeling that he really cared·about 

what you were doi~~nd he was willing to have 

discursive sessions with you--he liked that 

himself, I thin~ t::t@P§atf probably one of his 
~~ : . 

faults was he tended to be a little bit too A . 

discursiv~ ~he very opposite from Bundy 

in that respect who was always concise, you 

know, everything was very -neat and ordered. 
'te~~ d 

l(eai¢;. Of course, one of the reasons that ,. 
is at least attributed to the move to State Was 

that Rostow was too DJ.lch this way for the 

operating style of both Kennedy and Bundy. 

Tilat's quite plausible, ~ 4CSG) 
..; r-~su\-\-0 

I wondered if you could substantiate that 4t a~ 1 , ~ 
" 

You see~ I don't have enough of a sense, except 

from what I 've read and what I understand from 

sort of .general sorts of things that everybody 

understands abo~t the Kennedy /.tJministration~€) 
I didn't have anything to do with it. 
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I don't know enough about Kennedy's styl!!>~t 
. to me .. 

~that does seem/plausible that there was 
IM!e it 

a difference in operating style here that~ •••• 

You can't recall critical instances of 

confrontation and that kind of thing ·• • • 

JOHNSON: Confrontation, no, nc;-I don't think so. 
-.+ . 

M:>SS: ••• where this made a difference orAwas just 

a CW11D.1lative kind of thing._JNo, I think that 
':lO~~CON~4~-------------~-----------

in a way they complimented each other rather ~ 
t\ic.e.\ 1 

dl§·ioti ---f :b tn· places like staff meetings~ 

I mean "1a Lt Mis e.1wn;y 8 u . a!{ Walt's pension 

and his weakrless is the big picture. I mean, 

he's the great integrator; give him three facts 

and he'll have a theory. I've seen him do it 

literally. ~ !t was a great characteristic 

in some ways. I-mea~it's sort of exciting 

to be around. On the other hand, it also leads 
-:i:- ~'"'\f\~ ~ 

to the grossest sort of error" Whereas,- Bundy 

was rmJch TIK>re the precise, ~let's get this c~cret~ 
• \( t\Cl..U " b crt "' 

kind of thing. I've cdc>n~.o!'lt c;;;»>the Bundy 
/\ ~ . 

brothers, and although they have differences 

they're somewhat similar, I think, in that 

respect. 
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But I never saw any great conflicts. tJ 
<tiiiAiJ ~re there were differences of view and -there probably were instAnces where Bundy got 

. 
impatient with Rostow, but I don't remember any 

or 
great confrontati~ ef" anything at st~ff meetings. 

Okay) let me ask about some of the other people · 
e. around who we~ sort of in and out. [Arthur M., 

Jr.] Schlesinger and [Ralph A.] Dungan 

. particularly are sort of in and out o.f NSC 

ptafft.~the fringes~oing this and doing that. 

How did you see them? 

Well, that's pretty DUch the way I saw them 

operate. 

Okay. 'Dlis is What I have from other sources. 

I didn't know Schlesinger before he showed up 

there. I knew Ralph from some years back in the 

government somewhat, not well. ~£_hey got -
into various things. 'Dley obviously, both 

of the~tended to concentrate on Latin America 
I 

so far as Bundy work was concerned. But I can 

remember Ralph getting into soo:tething that I 
~a 

got into which was<a± u s> CIA [Central ,. . 

Intelligence Agency] wanted to nuck around in 
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the Phillipine elections. ~!omebody had 

gotten Ralph interested in this~and he got me 

then to look into iU,JI .went over and talked 
'Th~ 

to the State Department. State Department was ,.. ' 

all opposed to it. I don't remember anything 

11J.1ch JU)re about it. But that's the one 

recollection I have of having been involved in 

any way really with Ralph on anything.~The 

only thing I can remember with Schlesinger was 

that I did do a me!U) on West New Guinea or 

something that found its way to him--1 think 

maybe Bob Komer sent it to him--fTom which I 

got some indirect reaction. But they came to the 

"''jaff meetlngs but were operating pretty indepen

dently with the /resident and I guess with 

Bundy. 
.. 

~there was no uneasiness about this kind of \f"\ 
~ 

af'\A oJt business~ czt: J':> 

I wasn't aware of any. I mean~- [Richard N.] t>\~~ 
Goodwin was in pretty nruch the same role too; 

·he came to the staff meetings, at least periodically. 

What about [Theodore C.] Sorensen, did he show 

up much? 
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No. I never saw him at a staff meeting. No, 

my only contact ever with Sorensen was when 
. -·-- - . u>\.\\c"' 

I was invo 1 ved in a Korean fask /orce was set 
• • 

up that year and I got involved in a rather 

peculiar relationship actually, which might 

be interesting. 

Yes, would you talk a little about it. 

But anyway, q.;,,, B prior to, I think it 
ff\e~·,Nl\ 

was an NSC~where'this thing was to be 

consideredj' Sorensen convened some kind of a 

meeting of principal people like [Walter P.] 

McConaughy, he was then the fssistant ,.Secretary 

on the State Department. 

'nlat's the fourth pronounciation. 

McConaughy? 

I 've heard ''McCon-a-phy" and ''McCon-a-hee" and 

Oh, it's ''McCon-a-ghee." 

McCon-a-ghee. Good. 

• • • 

McCon-a-ghee. ~I can't remember his exact 

role except that there were some conflicts and 

differencesJ-- {'nd he was trying to get it sorted 

out and trying to get the paper work sorted out. 

&fJ !_?.e convened this whole meeting. Well, the -
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awkwardness in that whole thing for me was that 
who ~\...~' 

I got. • • • McConaugh~was,.. a very cautious 

bureaucrat, to say the least, had this damne~ 

fask /orce set up--and I don't think he really 

wanted tt/probably--on Korea. r;;fi _he was -
worried, I thlnk--that's my guess--about how 

he related to the White House on this because . 
there was obvious White House interest, that's 

why the '!ask force was set up. 

Who set it up? 

I can't remember exactly~ ••• 

~ K>SS ~ ,_ okay. 

~he had JOHNSON: ••• ,Jfut it was after the coup in Korea. 

just come inj ~o he asked Walt Rostow, 
~ 

--
I think 

I . 

it was, if they'd lend me to~a participant in 

the /ask force. Not to be a participant, I'm 

sorry? to help him in drafting papers and so on 

for the /ask /orce. So I got in the peculiar 

position--Walt volunteered me--r ifll Sn AB 
c.pe2vlla1 00 31 tiiii of being sort of a staff guy 

on loan to the State Department and yet having an 

· NSC staff role as a critic of this whole operation. --I was a member of the jask force, I believe"' I can't --remember my formal role~-1 was also a member of 
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a working group or something that did a lot of the 

actual paper drafting. t!J!i thenJwen the whole ' : da~ thing was done, then I was back in the NSC 
. 

White House where they were coumenting on our 

work. And of coursejI wasn't altogether 

happy with it because various kinds of 

compromises had been made. So then • • • 
~e.r 

How did the/\ members of the /ask /orce ·regard you 

in that situation? 

Well, wat I remember about it was that McConaughy 

got quite upset because I think he saw this as 

a device to make sure that he didn't have any 

trouble fr{ln the White House. In fa·ct/ it didn't 

work that way at all:;:>beCM,g :fhe way it worked 

was that I knew where the bodies were buried. 

~ !O then I wrote critical memos~as I 
- . 1 

remember i~ anywa"ft~to Rostow or watever and 

got people concerned there about some of these 

issues that I felt had gotten buried in the 

report~«re!'C!:Ji> hadn't been dealt with adequately,9 

or whatever. t:JJ3 Et!inlc tho:C was~ I believeJ it 

was in .connection with the Sorensen meeting that 
• 

he gcit rather upset.q} But I think it reflected the .._, 
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Kennedy m:>de of operation which was to not be 

very concerned with that kind of bureaucratic 

question. I was very sensitive to it. :"from the 

begiilning. I real~zed what kind of position I 

was being put in because I had been in the 

bureaucracy long enough to have -a sense of that. 

But they didn't give a damnR Cm:&' :d:g~ld 
a.\l 'l:> 

do both thing~ fiBP one government. • /6 

'" U:@i y¥"> 'ie.s~ 

JOHNSON: It might be handy, you know, healthy. From one 

point of view, it was because it did mean that 

M>SS: 

· ·r got a kind of insider~s involvement in the thing 

which was then helpful when I played rJrf other 

role. 

To press this whole thing a little further, how 

--did the NSC _staffl\. Bundy, Rostow and the res~ · 

of the p~~ple over thereA~gani McConaughy; o..~ FE 
C:FtS t..a_q . ~Reo.u]? 
<!95 ~re they a m:>ving force behind the change 
" -to .get him out? 

JOHNSON: I don't know enough about it. I don't know 

thi• personnel business at all. 
---'le.,.-~· - - ---· . . -- . - - - - - - . ·- -- ·-- . 

M>SS: ~trf Okay. 
A. 

JOHNSON: My sense is that they were not at all happy 
\\c. u.>~s o.. ~r~ ca.~"1 \o~~.. 9'"'~. 

with him. He was identified with 'the Walter 

" 
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Robertson policies and so on. ~ it was -
a kind of a bureaucratic choice ca--ri4Z~to 
put him in that job. Bur.;-that's only a vague ~ 
general sense. I couldn't document it in any 

way •• I know pothing lD.lch about those 

. personnel changes except I do remember that 

prior to the so-called 11lanksgiving Day 

f'assacre there was some conversation or some 

references in the Bundy staff meeting that 

indicated--! think Ralph Dungan was involved in 

that--Clii§=indtcg~a certain unhappiness with 

[Chester] Bowles. But that' s ~?:J all I 

kno;} really. 

I'm going th skip ·the time that is covered by 

these menx>randa that I've brought down, and 

ask you to talk a little bit about the 

~ftermath of the Thanksgirlng Day f.assacre 

for you and for Rostow.f The nx>v~ to the 

folicy Planning Council, how did this come to 

your attention? Do you remember when you 

first sensed the move? 

Well, <E think • .;::§ jou know, I never have 

my ear to the ground; never have had, wherever 

I've worked on this business of personnel changes. 
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<t- den' t ;: . ? I'm not interested in that kind 

of gossip chi~hat and so on. J I never 

make an effort to find out about it .so I am 

usually the last guy to know. · <l!fi I think, as 

far as I know, I first knew about the Rostow 

change when Walt/ or somebody announced it •. 

M>SS: Yes. 

JOHNSON: I had no idea that it was brewing. Now, why I 

went there was that I just wasn't altogether 

comfortable with the role t~at I was playing 

there. In some ·ways/ it was very exciting 

and we were IU>ving then, just as I was leaving, 

into a direct relationship with the/resident 

which I had never had. I'd been in a few NSC 

M>SS: In what ways? 

JOHNSON:· Well/ in the sense that: I can remember not 

long before I left/ I wrote a memo under my 

own signature/ for the )'resident. NowL...-:::-tt;;.waif' 

·~) I was n.ever involved in any· discussion 

of it with him. I can't remember any longer what 

the memo was about. But before that, everything 

we had done, everything I had done certainly--! · 
C'<\ .... v ~ ~ __i_&_ e 

think Bob Komer coildsen:urn:i.er this kind of relationship 

" 
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earlier{ in my view- e"Yervtbtug 1 ·nad dug~was 
done for Rostow - or Bundy's signature/ ~rc9-

6f simply acted as a staff man for them, I 

was one input into a process which uSiiiD&!td-the" ~& 
so+nd of output that they themselves produced. 

But we were m:>virig into that kind of rela~ionship. 

~ !rom that point of view, it promised to be 

DJJre interesting and exciting. 

On the other hand, I found it somewhat 

\Ulcomfortable to be in a position where I was 

pushing for one point of view or another, or 

felt that I should be when I didn't really have 

the background, I didn't have the time to 

develop the background that would have made me 
. 

feel comfortable with whatever it was I was 

doing. I know I felt that on the Vietnam 

;task jorcej ;fitat I got involved in a lot of 

specific issues that I didn't really have the 

background on ye~ had to take som1kind of position 

or other. ~-~lso~ there was this business -of a tenden~Yr to pe s~rt of responding constantly 
0.r'a. a."' c e\ \ C'\t'I -t \..~ 1' 

to crise51 ~tou know, ybu had to have read all of 

last night's telegrams before you went to the . 

staff meetings or make sure that you were up to 

date on what was going on in your area and also 
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lbe New York Times. 

Would you push that a little further because a 

lot of the sort of [David Halbertstam, lbe Best 

and the Brightest] Halberstamy-revisionist 

kind of stuff that's come out since has been 

critical of the crisis atmosphere, the 

government-by-crisis kind of thing. Could you • • • 

JOHNSON: Well, I think there W8SczC77>~ ~ -te~e~c:'" 
:i:. ~C'<l' '\- \ct'\O u...l ;-~ ·.-t • • • '-

[BEGIN SIDE II TAPE I] 

M>SS: Okay. 

JOHNSON: I d~n't know that it's altogether distinctive to 
. t>U\• 

the Kennedy J'-dministration_;,... I think there was 

a tendency to be pr~occ:Upied with what-do-J9()9 \.\3e-
~~ x 

do-wttb·what-happened-yesterday kind of thing. 
/\ 
~I didn't feel particularly wise about \.W~-~o
'6Je -~o -c.~~ -
what-happened-yesterday because I wasn't a 

" c;+ -1c.G-a er ~~1 (''/t-r 
State Department de~l,. or office director A-who 

was emersed in the daily flow of things. 

So that kind 0£ thing bothered me. Plus; I 

didn't feel as comfortable with ·Bundy as.· 

with Rostow. ~I left voluntarily. I got 

the impression that Bundy was rather sorry to 
~ 

have me leave. §if I just felt that I would be · 

more comfortable doing something that permitted 
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me to dig into subjects rather ioore 

deeply .than the White House NSC business did. 
( (f\o. C"C. V5 \ 

I can remember running into Marlr Raskin; who 
/\ It . c. 

was strictly a marginal member of the NSC staff 

as . far as I was concern~} anyway·' · but I do8' 

remember his expressing great puzzlement that 

I was leaving. I mean, why the hell do you 

want to leave this interesting and exciting 

place to go over and work for that ·_ID.lshy State 

Department run by that mushy man, Dean Rusk. 

[Laught~ 

~t was a good question. «Ht"ft oac. -, --.=s,. 
~ . 

· o;noiji:-:::-=::;:=er=;=:s==.~. I wasn't certain actuallyJ' when 

I made my decision to leave the NSC staff--

which was more precipitated by Walt's leaving than 

anything else.--What I wanted to do. I didn't 

have an invitation from Rostow, as I remember, 
-+• 9/P 

to go over~~ when I left. 'That happened o..\+t.r 

~I indicated that I wanted to leave. ~ 

I was actually thin'°~~~bout the possibility, I 

thi~at that point, of leaving the---·~ 
J 

government all togetheef well, not inmediateiy, 

but by the swmner or something. Because I had 
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always been torn during the whole time I was in 

the government as to whether I was really an 

academic or whether I wanted to stay with the 

bureaucracy indefinitely. I always had the 

fee ling that someday I wanted to return to 

academia. So that was also in my mind at the 

time I left/) ~when I announced that ·I 

wanted to leavEt!) ~~hen Walt imnediately 

came in with a .suggestion that I come with 

him over to Policy Planning. ~that --seemed interesting .so I went over there. 

Okay© Policy Planning had undergone a lot 

of changes since it first came in, [GeorQc C • J~r<brs~ 
..... 

[George] Kennan, and so on. What was it that you 

found over there when you arrived and what 

kind of stamp did Rostow put on it as you remember? 

Of course, I don't have any basis for 

it, for me to 

say how much of the change had occurred prior 

to Walt and how much had occurred with his 

coming there. Let's see, what can I say about 

I~ [Interruption] 

. 
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-ro"NSON: k- a:aaiz~ ~Y that time}' the Policy 

M:>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

-Planning Council was relatively large as 

compared certainly with the old Kennan period. 

People were DX>re specializ~~ I came on 

basically as the East Asia person. And we 

had somebody to cover J each area of the world and 

also some people concerned with variou~ kinds of 

world-wide functional problems. We worked on 

the basis of a combination,,.:I thin~of self; 
-.... 

gener'"'ted assignments and assignments that 
either 

came to us/from Walt or from elsewhere in the 

S~ate Department. I don't know how that 

compared with the past. I worked by and large on 

some fairly large issues which accorded with 

my own interests. It's the kind of thing I've 

been doing since I left the government, working 

on very large kinds of questions. 

What sort of things? 

Well, the first thing I worked on was Asian 

~egional fooperation, which was a thing that 

Walt Rostow was very interested in. 4fJi hp wlft>. 
~~ ~~ I th i nk I got that assignment from him. "-W -...., 

' 0!7--a~!""I~ .. ~-~~ It was a rather frustrating thing. 

I had worked on that subject once before back in 
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the mid-fifties because, in the wake of the 

Geneva settlement, the Eisenhower fdministration 

had gotten interested in regional cooperation 

in Asia. But{'the things that you could do were 

not the sort of grandiose things that I think 

Walt, in a way, would have liked to have se~11' 

/ut£i --ibJi/!J rather small things and unexciting 

things. 

M>SS: dt" ·i+iaif· rn~~""'C\ Valley Development Projectfs ·7 
"/e.c~ ..J '- • 

JOHNSON: ~-;f!!!UIZ:WSI • ;s;,;:;.4~91;1~ what you could 
~ . : 
do aboutMt' z 1 Mif ogq9 again, it ~ had 

') 

been going on for a long time • • • 

M>SS: @£ Va.-s.a 

JOHNSON: • • • and there was some marginal next step 

that everybody knew about that you could take. 

So that was not altogether satisfying project. 

c:!f!e Aex~Pi1. ... ;;ej But I did prepare a paper 

and I did try to work on some bits of it, that 

was the way that one had to work on it. 6mt•' 

it was an awful lot of effort to produce very little -
;esultt really. 

The next .thing I worked on was the political 

aspects of the Vietnam problem, because that was 
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9 
tf;@C Qti. something that had troubled me . 

in our Vietnam policy. I didn't think anybody 

was really looking at it carefully' JI 
didn't do a particularly sophisticated job, ~ 

~as I wasn't a Vietnam expert, but I did 

pull together materials available in the 

State Department on grievances in Vietnam. 

Allan Whiting, as I remember, organized a 

conference about that time of outside experts 

on Vietnam in which I was involved~

basicallyla lot of d1l. peopl°i ~had been 
. ,. 

over there on the Michigan State group who are 

now mainly academics--to talk about the problems, 

and so on. I went on to things like the ~--J"tiJ~rtr 

~~~~ 1 f-11-.e d QlUC:-i"e imp ications o ~ Chinese evelopment 

of a nuclear capability. tf5li_then of course/ 

I got re3involved in Vietnam ;n the study that I 
"" 

did of escalation in late '63-early .'64/ and then 

Jt:i in the Bundy-McNa ¢ommittee after the .. 
election in '64. 

November. Ho~ did you see the role of the 
./, t/. ' ~~ 
1 1anningrtaff vis-a-visAoperatlng desks and 

policy level of the Jfnder~ecretary and the 

/ecretary~and that sort of thing? 

the 
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of the saddest things that I .ever heard on the --subject from the fecretary, I thoughtA ~ 

~Walt thought it was a great compliment but 

I thought it was a sad coomentary--was, on 

some issue or other, the !ecretary had told Walt 

that he had not realized the extent to which the 

/lanning 1.taff had been i.nvolv.ed .on this 

issue aDd the important ·contribution they had 

made. Well, I thought that was a hell of a note 

frankly.f' ~ecause this, I believe, is the 
I \f 'r\•s . 

/ecretary' s . functionclWf· Jdlt? anybody's 

function. t:tt8 .he .da~well ought to know and 
• 

ought to be giving some direction to what we ~re 

~doing. Butj.he basically was not 

intereste~ ~gur relationships therefore 

tended to be relationships primarily with the 

~ureaus. Now Walt had other relationships, but 

the individual members , I think, tended to be 
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p{ireau•oriented, which meant that I was oriented 

toward the East Asia Bureau. 

M)SS: All right. 

JOHNSON: J 1J1.Y relationships ~here tended to be with, -... 
there was a regional office that had such planning 

. . 
function as existed, and !\usually had a quite 

+~ teo.o cJ 
good relationship to~that. I had some 

relationship~ with the ,<ssistant fecretary, a 
varied over time. I didn't have a hell of a 

lot with [Averell W.] Harriman or Roger 

HilsmanbI was involved with Bundy more 

because of the Vietnam busines9J' ,i8ut that was a 

more personal kind of thing in a way. 

n;ii ~ But I did work with the jeputy 

fssistant fecreta~~s office directors, . and so on. 

4J Sometimes they generated assignments or 

suggested. things that we ought to do. ~ ~re 
often than not, those damned assignments were 

lousy ones because what they were trying to do 

was to get some problem off their backs by 

getting '/f to look into it and then say that, 

well, somebody else is doing it. Like/ somebody 

got concerned about should we really be concerned 
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about [Achmed] Sukarno's claims that he was going to have 

a nuclear capability--a ridiculous· issue as far as I was 

concerned. I didn't want anything to do with it. But they 

wanted it knocked do~so I spent a little time knocking 
l 

it down. 
~.:\- ~ 

M>SS: It one word answer won't do. 

JOHNSON: One word, you've got to do a paper. 

MJSS: Let me ask you this about ~ct_~ I g~t 
the impression~in comparing the material on the 

JOHNSON: 

MJSS: 

Far East that we have with that on the Congo 

crisisf that the desk officers and the office 

level people are not as obvious in the papeiJwrk 

that at least got to the White House. You don't 

see ••• 

In the FE material? 

••• in FE a [G. McM.lrtrie] Mack Godley, for 

instance, really handling the local show in 

town. I get much more of a feel of @¢?A1Pi.lere$ 

Harriman and~Hilsman running the thing. 

Is that _fair or do you have a different view? 

JOHNSON: I think that's probably true for the Harriman~ 

Hilsman period. I'm not really all that expert 

on it. I found that relationships with the 
• • • • 

FE bureau were a lot easier than/\! had an exper-
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·!... -:__ _ ience in dealing for a year with the Near East

South Asia bureau and it was partly that I was 

more of an_ outsider theref1rut I found that a 

l-OSS: 

JOHNSON: 

l-OSS: 

Dllch more difficult bureau to deal with( as · a department 

policy planner; than FE. They held things close 

to the chest, they weren't willing to let _ you 

find out what was ~oing on, they basically wanted 

you to get out of the way, and so on. I filled 

in when Howard Riggins was on a year's leave. 

He had a year's leave and then I had a year's 

leave. @ I -dealt wi~I and [David ] Dave 

Leinbach dealt with some South Asia problems. 
l-o.··~ e r.- . 

People like Carol ~who I liked fine, got 
~ . . 

along with her okay but I always had the feeling 

that you know we're just trouble and not worth 

it. Whereas in the FE bureau I had 11J.1ch ·more 

a feeling that they viewed us as genuinely 

helpful, were interested in ·what we. were doing, 

and so on. 

Do you have any • • • 

I know Roger Hilsman has some very critical 

things to say about policy planning in his book. --Do you have any feel for the ambassadors in the 
~er . <T) w~" 

field in the FE area1• U.Jin-'hror Brown and 
" " 
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[Frederick E., Jr.] Nolti~g and [Kenneth T.] 
..., 

Ken Youns and people like that. R\ ~"' 

The only one of those I really ·knew at all is 

Ken Young. I knew him somewhat. . r think he had 

a kind of interest in planning, sort ·of.· He 

liked to get into the large picture from ~ime to 

time. · But I never really had any real involve

ment with him either at that time. I had some 

subsequently. 

~Fa?Kirk and 

E.] Stevenson and • 

[F.dwin O.] , Reischauer, (William 

. . ·"." 

JOHNSON: No, not really. 
"\T\ '"J:f'\O ONE,.S IC\ 

MJSS: What's the fellow~who ju~t died recently? 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

" Howard Jones? 

Jones. 

No, I didn't go out and do the kind of touring 

business. In retrospect I wish I had done that. 

Somebody like [William R.] Bill Polk, for exampl~ 

got out about every six months to the Near East. 

I should have done that. I stayed llllch too Im.lcht 

I think.fin Washington. If I had gone out I would 

have had more of this kind of relationship. 

l was involved to a degree with Reischauer 

because l arranged to set up a--but that was in 
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; ~ ~t!' 
fb'f pdofi !Th Johnson administration--planning operation Qe 

MJSS: 

JOHNSON: 

" that continues; with the Japan·ese when I went 
he.A 'i't-&? 

out to Japan the first time that we hi&am out 
~ 

there. 

Let me ask you a little bit about the relation~ 

ship of the other members of the policy planning 
. - -- -staff with the White House. I've been reading 

recently [Richard E.] Neustadt's Skybolt report. 

Henry Owen seems to be undercutting everybody 

else at State with a special kind of relation

ship on nuclear NA'lO [North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization] matters and so on with the White 

House. Do you see D1.1ch of this? 

I don't think there was a lot of that. I think 

Henry was probably in some significant degree a 

special case. He'd been brought over there 

briefly in the NSC {£Nattona~ecar£Ey 6eanc:i!}9 

staff. I have the feeling that he was actually 

offered a job over there and turned it down. I\m 

not sure about that. So that he perhaps had more 

of a relationship. And of course. he and Walt were 

keen on the ML~[M;Jltilateral Force] business and 

Walt had direct relationship; with the White Houseo 
6-/ 

Now my only relationship to the White House waya 
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Il¥)re casual, informal sort. I occasionally had 

lunch with [Michael Y.] Mike Forrestal. And 

then when [James C., Jr.] Jim 11lomfson was over 
CJ 

there during the Vietnam escalation struggle, 

I was then informally feeding some stuff to 

him; sometimes with, I think often with [W~lliam 

P.] Bill Bundy's knowledge, if I remfd>er every

thing right. But I don't think that was typical. 

I think that somebody like Howard Riggins prob

ably had some. • • • Well, Howard Riggins and 

Bill Polk I know had some relationship to their 

opposite numbers in the White House; to f!ROSeif'> 

9 Bob Komer basically, I guess, . for both of 

them. 

nte planning staff was a very individualized 

kind of operation. Each of us operated in quite 

different ways, or at least partially different 

ways, so that it's very hard to generalize. 

Some people were interested in doing sort of 

very philosophica1tgeneral sorts of thing6<» other 
only • 

people were interested in dealing/with very 

specific, concrete, current probleDlSG':nd others 

of us, and I would put myself in that category, 

were so'"'f lace in betweenJ;i;terested in large 
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issues, somewhat longer term issues, but also 

things that did link to the present like the 

Chinese nuclear thing, o~ I worked later on :.;~=

Indonesian economic problems, politico-economic 

problems. So that it is harder to generalize. 

Obviously, those that were interested mainly in 

the philosophic approach had no particular reason 

to h~ve an involvement with the White House, 
VJ ho 

whereas those~ were involved in day-to-day ,. 
issues might be more inclined to. We did have, 

of course, _this planning group that met infor

mally once a week that involved White House 

participation: Bob Komer, Mac Bundy, various 

people came -over for that, and that was a way to 

get our ideas into the White House ~ s\"r-e~,..... 0 
How receptive did you feel they were to this 

kind of thing? 

I don't know how interested they were. It's hard 

to say. It's like the planning business generally: 

it's very hard to know whether you have any 

influence and if so, of what character. 

wf.re they frequent attenders or was it a some-

time • • • 

I think they generally came. That's my. impres-
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sion. As a .memh~ ab dS/tte rtamatag ~ 
.Qe1db14cton~ea~ r .. --·. -

:J: went only when something that was related to 
~ ' 
my interests was on the agenda. 

As a member of S/P, did you get involved at all 

in the reassessment of things after the May 

Buddhist deur:>nstrations in Vietnam or was ~here 

any S/P role? 
in the question of 

You mean /what do we do about the [Ngo Dinh] Diem 

regime. 

Right. 

No, not really. 

Okay. Let me tum this off for a minute and 

have a look at those memoranda. dliiFe1 itiptfo~J::sc:;, 
C;:L-N'Tcr r uf1'10 r'\] 
Okay. You were just saying that one of the things 

that the White House was pushing • • • 

My recollect~on is that in connection with my 
- S+<rj°,,..q ·J:° ,;. 

involvement;:particularly on the [J1 sces>..il .• ] Cottre114 
A. 

Vietnam task forceA that one of the themes that we 

pushed fairly hard was that this was a Vietnamese 

war, that we could help but that ultimately it 

was up to the Vietnamese to win it. 

Now this of course is mentioned specifically by 

Kennedy in that (Walter] . Cronkite interview in 

September 2, I think it was, 1963. But it was 
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as early as April, May, June of '61 that this 

was happening? 

'nlat is my recollection, yeah. Now what the 

significance of that is I think is still subject 

to interpretation. 

Yes, of course. Talking about the question of 

[Edward G.] Lansdale ••• 

I don't have any very specific recollection of 

this but my general recollection is that when the 

question of using Lansdale in some connection in 
~o.~ 

Vietnam came up, there was a certain lack of 
" . enthusiasm on the part of the State _Department. 

I can't remember anything Qeyond that, I don't 

remember why: whether it was the past CIA 

qoeeuttal uitelltgence @ene;t."connection or what-

ever it was but.\. . . 
Okay. Well, there are two things that I have, 

. we»~ 
very vaguely.,. J.fue is specifica.lly: ·at the end 

It\ 

of an early meeting on Vietnam .:f,.which Ken Young 

had presented a paper and I think they had looked 

at a Lansdale paper, Kennedy is reported by ~ 

Bromley Smith's minutes as saying,· "Well, who 

should be ambassador to Vietnam, Young or Lansdale?" 

And of course, neither one of them. It was 
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@i8(Je!'ick e., Jt ef' Nolting, >6.rabile dictul. who wound up -

JOHNSON: 

M:>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

there. And then there's some question as to his 

role on the <{'R&awell L.1'9Gilpatric task force, 

which was a .sort of executive director kind of 

thing. Arid then he faded out of the picture ..,.. 
when the Co~rell task force was set up to do the 

day-to-day, week-to-week monitoring and act as 

the desk really ·for Vietnam. 

I simply don't know enough about the background 

of that to say anything u~eful~ I -\~\"~ 

Okay; fin.e. Let me just put on the record that 

the ·first things we're going to be talking about 

are the two memoranda of the twenty-eights of 

Apri ij '61 : the Komer memorandum and yours on 

the program of action for Vietnam. Right? 

Right. 

Okay. 

You raised the question at the beginning on 

@rnlae ~a Komer memo.~ • • Pardon me, maybe 
I 

we should stop it now • .,......,[Interruption] ;You 
~ . ---

-:5 ct\ t ..)c.. ...c(' J: (; ··-:raised- til'e-~eillon abcrut whether there was 

sufficient attention to the how-to-do-it aspect 

of Vietnam programs. I do think there was a 

tendency here as in so many government policies 
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to proceed from rather broad generalities to very 

concrete specific action without really filling 

in the intermediate leve l s of analysis. I think 

that's a very characteristic kind of thing. I 

think as I recall it, rather vaguely, you had 
~ 

this Gilpatric task force with all~ its fairly 

general recommendations, as I remember, and then 
-r-

you had the Co~rell task force set up to imple-
~ 

ment it. The Cotrell task force irrnnediately 
~ 

became involved, as I think my memos indicate, 

in a whole series of quite specific issues that 

were not then verf~~~~lat~~f~o the broader 

program of what it was that we were trying to 

do. I don't think this is unique to the Vietnam 

case. I think it's rather a common tendency in \J 1. -:r -,,.. 
~ 

foreign policy making, as others have suggested. 

Let's stop it. 

All right. [Interruption] 
.(----~ 
You ask~ about the relevance of the Korean model, 

since there is some passing reference to it in 

Bob Komer's memo. My impression was thet the 

Kennedy administration came in very much with 

"the idea that Vietnam was a different kind of 
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war. In fact, they were implicitly and expli

citly critical of the ~?slat DU Eisenhower 
-'=er 

administration 4'Jviewing it as being· ouch like 

"' the Korean kind of war and having geared up a 

. typical military assistance program to deal with 

that kind of war and so on. Mich was made. of the 

fact that the president had read Mao Tse-tung 

on gulrilla warfare and he knew that this was a 
~ 

Now~~whether we acted different kind of war. 

on that basis I think is something .else again, 

but there was at least an explicit awareness that 

this was a different kind of a war. You had mr w4f • IL 

various people giving talks l~Rostow and so 

onfon the special character of guet;.illa warfaree 
. a 

All right. But you also get a more traditional, 

alnK>st [Dean G. Acheson] Achesonian reference to 

the Korean war: Well, we showed them that they 

couldn't do it in Korea, therefore we have to 

show them that they cannot do it in Vietnam.,9kind 

of thing. 

JOHNSON: In that sense, yes, I think tha~ there continued 

to be this kind of argument about ~~credibility 
. . . . 

and the need to stand firm in Vietnam in order to 

a\d.d trouble elsewhere in the world; that kind of 
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generalized argument in that sense, ye't!)Eut 
9 ()..5 -

not in the sense of the war1~being the same in 

their basic character--even though, as I say, we 

may have acted in ways that suggested we didn't 

really understand the difference fully. 
~~·,s 

One other point~suggested by your connent 

relates to another question you've raised here 

and ~hat is the relationship between Laos and 

Vietnam. My impression, and so many of these 

things are i~essions at this point rather than 

specific recollections, is that our tendency was 

to think that we' 11 settle for a so~1" 

settlement in Laos because that's a hopeless 

place. We1 ve tried to fiddle around with the 

politics and the military situation in there all 

during the fifties and we~ gotce{ no place. 

But Vietnam is a, I think Rostow would probably 

.put it, 11llCh sturdier kind of place. This is the 

place we can take a stand. In this sense there 

was a kind of tie between these and I think it 

comes through here and there in some of these 
moss: '::13 6oe. s. ":JO~~oN ~ 

memos./\ I think it wasfn retrospec'"?-a rather 

dangerous sort of notion. 'Dlere's some plausibil~ 
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--\"h~ ~ 
ity to the ideaf\ comparatively;. Vietnam looked 

better than Laos. But obviously; that tended 

to overlook the very real problems that you had 

in Vietnam. 

Now you've raised the question of the 
'"\-selection of Cot,fell to head the Vietnam task 

force and the relationship between that and the 

idea that Rusk had abdicated to [Robert S.] 

McNamara in the running of the war. I think 

these two things are not inconsistent because 

eotrell was precisely the kind of guy who could 
~ ~~o 

get along with the military and~was very likely 

selected in part for that reason. He had come to 

the job either directly or with perhaps some other 

assignment in between from being political 

adviser to CINCPAC (Commander-in-Chief, Pacific]. 

Oh/ oka..'-\0 
u 

And so he had been associated with the military and 
_.::., 
it:' s my impression that he had other association 

elsewhere in his career. In any event, I think 

he was basically their kind of guy, so that. ••• 

Because later on there's a paper that he g\ns up 

on Laos • • • 

Laos thing, cyeat!j' ~ . .:<-: ~-7' 
,~ 

'--• 
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~ • • • that is a very strong militaristic 

" kind of thing. 

Well, that's another thing I would say about 

Cot is that he was oriented strongly toward 

military solutions, even though he's a State 

Department type. For what reaso~ I cadt tell 

you. 1 Maybe it's partly related to the fact 

that he had been around the military. He was 

very nuch of an activist and that was another 

reason I think he was selected. They wanted a 

foreign service officer who was an activist and 
\ f\ 

for some people that's a contradiction ~terms. 

All right. .Now, who selected him? 

<fc::-That I can't tell you ••• 

Okay. 

" 

••• because I, you see, that's about the time 
'r\o..A 

I got injected into this thing and it@f,.already 

happened so I don't know. I suspect he was 

nominated by the State Department but who over 

there picked him out, I don't know. 

Yeah, okay. 

He did operate to some degree, with some kind of 
l u. ~\ Q.'11•$., 

loose supervision I think from~Alex .fohnson. 

Whether they have some past connection I don't 

know. But there was something in here that re-
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minded me of that and I believe that was the 

case. 

You know, the question of Rusk and McNamara's 

role in the war: one's feeling about ·Rusk in 

general on this as on a nwnber of other issues is 

that it wasn't so ID.lch maybe that he surr~ndered 

responsibility to McNamara because he thaught it 

was a military operation as that he just didn't 

maybe have any strong views or didn't want to 

become involved~!n other words, that there was · 
~-

no conscious surrendering so mJch as that he 

didn't engage himself in fighting for some State 
T 

Department views. Now part · of it was that Cotrell 
~ 

was running things and he got along with the 

military. The State Department however did have 

views on some things. For_ example, at the later 

stage the State Department as I remember it re

sisted efforts by the Pentagon to relax the rules 

with respect to bombing inside South Vietnam, 

this covert b6mbing operation that we had goi!\g 

there. I forget when that finally did get changed 

but there was real State Department resistance. 

But I don't know whether. • • • One had the feeling, 

but I'm not an accurate reporter necessarily on 

this, that Rus~ it .wasn't so DUch that he expli-
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citly resigned responsibility as that he just 

didn't positively engage himself in this partic

ular thing. But I don't know, that's to some 

fair extent speculative. But it is clear the 
-r 

natu~e of Co~rell and how he fit I think in this 

picture. We might stop. 
'4es. 

K>SS: l~ _lr)l'terruption] 

JOHNSON: You raise the question of whether we p~rceived 

at all in 1961 the fact that the communists were 

more influenced by the fact that they believed 

that we couldn't possibly win, that the non-
. 1 ho.r\ 

comnunist side couldn't possibly win &nrt'they were 
~ 

by possible threatening military actions .and so 

on that the U.S. might take. I don't think that 

we perceived thi~ !t isn't my sense that we -perceived thisf' that they clearly felt that they 

were going to wi~ whatever happeneq at this time. 

~ ~ perception was that this kind of thing 

tended to be emphasized in analysis by those who 

were opponents of escalation in 1964 but that it 

wasn't very IIllCh a part of the dialogue up till 

then; that that was very much a part of the case 

that was made against escalation, that the ~1IIDLlllists 

were confident that they were going to win, with 
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good reason. Okay_;_..;[Interruption] 
~ ~--~~~~-YO u raise ttllf;-question about the handwritten ----
note, I think it's on a Komer mem:> and the note 

I think is by Rostow: t\.Viet Minh versus border 
)\ 

issue, pinpricks versus long-range principle~ 
,-. 

and the coument about the desyeration of the 

situation. I think Rostow tended to be an alarmist 

on Vietnam from the beginning;' I think that 1 s 

evident in a number of these memos. He also from 

the very beginning, as this comment suggests, was 

trying to raise the issue of the north's aggression 
~ : 

against the south, as e,. J,u1d put it, and to 

make this a matter of principle. He made this 

famous speech, I think it was at Fort Bragg, which 

got published in some anthologies on guerrilla 

warfare and so on, in which is allegedly, alleged

ly had ·Kennedy's advance review and so on, which 

·raised that as an issue. I think he was just, 

this is just one of many, many reflections of the 

fact that he had that in mind~ ~at he was 

raising here was, !houldn't we really raise the -long run principle, the basic principle of 

whether infiltration across international bound-

aries, as he viewed it and as we all tended to 
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view it at that time, didn't constitute aggression 

as 111.1ch as the military attack of, say, North 

Korea against South Korea. 

1bat is a very sympathetic position to take at 

that time, in the context of those • • • 

JOHNSON: ~~ You see, and ~here was a certain amount 

of support for this in t he sense that Walt wanted 

to d9 it partly, as these me~s make clear, be

caus~ he wanted to lay t he base for possible 

future attack on North Vietnam. Other people, 

however, were interested in doing it in order 

M>SS: 

to justify what we were already embarked on under 
--the Kennedy administrati on program~violations of 

the Geneva accords, in a number of different 

respects. 1bat's a part of Walt's rationale too 

but I think it was basically for that reason that 

that first white paper got issued, -t\.e [w~\l\o.rt-.~]"Jon~o. 
e.'1e.rc's~ 
Yeah. (firit~f•~ptlo~ 

~~...> T~f'E- :II: c.; 1 ')f. 1] 
JOHNSON: One of the things that. • • • 1bis is such a 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

chanc1y conmentary • ..._, • • 

Yes, it is. -::C-t \$ \J"-J~C2..r$-\oo~ 

• • • And all one can do to give the sense of the 

time retrospective~~°i_'~~t~1rteen years ago. 

" 
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and my involvement, anyone's involvement in this 
~ 

kind of thing was in and out and therefore very 

fragmentary. 

All right. Would you coument on the in and out 

character of participation and how that may have 

affected interests and coumltments and judgment 

and that kind of thing. _}._ 
'fc-:=: • ""'"'~\CJ 
~~ I don't knowdlti~the:r there's really any-

thing terribly interesting I can say on that in 

the context of this early period. It. was cer

tainly true later when I was involved in the 
-'""' - · - - - ·-

escalation ex ercise where I was in and out. 
~ 

'nlat was a very serious limitation on one's abil

ity to be relevant and useful and to have any 
() 

impact. And it was very confusing( you n.ever 

knew .where the hell the ball was. But that's 

rctther typical of government operations, not 

particularly unusual<i) ~xcept that that was highly 

classified and therefore there was a tendincy 
" to close the group for security reasons. But I 

don't know that there is anything particularly 

useful to say about this period. 

A question about sealing the borders and how 

could we really take this seriously. 
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0. 
'nlere's a lftter reference in another memorandum 

to a~ "glass wal\!)" ~ . 
'IC'. ~· · bovf\~ 1 "~ 
,._~ 'nlat was an idea lPo1661ili,. around for a 

\)J 
long, long time. It greN out of this concern, 

of course, ·wtth the real fact that there was an 

infiltration problem from North Vietnam an<! m:>re --inmediately from CambodiaA ft least it was very 
~ 

debat able at that time whether there was one frO'm 
'-' 

Cambodia. I think everybody was aware, m:>st 

people were aware of the real limitations of any 

. kind of effort to, ~ "seal the borders," 

~o~ that that was DllCh too simple a way 

to put it. I think the reason that people kept 

coming back to this despite its difficulties and 

its improbabilities was that they were looking 

for some answer to this problem short of bombing 

North Vietnam. I know that in 1964 when some of 

us were opposing the bombing, we were also again 

looking at this kind of possibility as a way to 

head off the bombing thing which we thought was 
at least 

a horrendous outcome and this/would keep the war 

within the ~outh, you see. And I suspect that .. 
similar kinds of things operated then. And of 

course when McNamara actually did something 
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substantial about it then, as I recal~it 
was during the days when we were trying to do 

everything that we could think of that possibly 

would do any good; in effect, implementing a 

strategy that Komer called for back here in 

'61, you know, throw in the works, what.ever the 

~t. Okay, let's stop it._r{Interruption] 

< You raise a very good question about what 

happens to the~e memoranda that ~omer and I wrote, 

say~on the Gilpatric reportf ~~re generally~ ,. . 

what happens to these various memoranda that we 

and others prepared. I think in general one could 

say that not a hell of a lot happens with respect 

to many of them. Part of it . is a constant briefing 

process and searching for opportunities to in

fluen~e. Often the situation is not one where 

there is any possibility of influence or where 

the guy you're briefing is not in a position to 
~ 

raise the questions in • meaningful way or what-
1.'..J 

ever}' /.nd still you do~ 'C.tlll.n=-tj-:>walt Rostow 

himself was a tremendous practioner of this kind 

of art. I think you can overdo it and I think 

Walt did often, in the sense that he just fired 

off memos here, there, and everywhere. That's 
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one reason he's taken m:>re responsibility than 

he should have in _the public eye, I think, for 

the escalation of the war in Vietnam in 1964. 

In my view he had very little to do with that. 

But he was unquestionably sendirig memos and these 

got scooped up when they did the Pentagon.papers. 

Now specifically wit h respect to my propo

sals on political change in South Vietnam, one · 

of the problems here was I think that there was 
~ 

a resistance, and it was a wel~own resistance 
. .,. 

on the part of Diem, to doing anything in the 

way of political reform. We had just made a 
this «') \s-

switch in policy in a sense--and/I think~~an 

important point for understanding several of these 

controversies--fjfltc:IClftiPDit~ at the beginning 

of the Kennedy administration after thinking, I 

think, about the possibility of going for sonie 

other leader or whatever; although I'm not sure 

about that. There was a decision made that we'll 

get along with Diem. 'Dtere'd been the effort at 

the end of the Eisenhower administration to get 

Diem to get rid of brother [Ngo Dinh] Nhu. 

( E'°l'o"·, c\'3e. ] DuASno1.&J?' /the ambassador, 

had been the spearpoint on that and as a result 
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he'd become persona non gr~ta in Saigon and the 

diplomatic relationship had deteriorated severely. 

So the idea here~~ I think, was not really sink 

or swim with Ngo Dinh Diem but it was, let's try 

Diem and see if we carlt work with him and then 

we'll reconsider. And that's why there are 

elements in some of these memos that suggest that 

that's on people's minds still~ Can we make it 

with Diem? But the tendency was to say we've got 

to get .along with Diem. So there was little ·incli

nation to fight very hard on political reform, 

I think, where we'd been through this exercise 

in the late fifties. 

An example of this from a late~ time, when 

I was in the State Department on the _fOlicy 
one of 

planning council, I indicated/the first things I - -- ..,. 
did was a study on political grievances in South 

Vietnam. One of the reconmendations I came up 
\~ 

withJ.. was not a new ideaf roost r .ecommendations , ... 
aren't) put it was an idea to have a Viet Cong 

interrogation program as a way of getting at 
-ed 

why people join/the Viet Cong, what their moti-

vations were, how were t hey hurting, how were the 

Viet Cong exploiting grievances, and so on. My 
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,_... 
ioodel was Lucian P-'I &_!.s study of insurgency in 

Malaya. Wellf wheh that question was raised, 

the response was, Nolting is not about to spend 

any of his political capital with Diem in order 

to get that kind of a study laid on and we know 
~ 

danJwell, ~e the question has been suggested 

in the past Diem won't go for it unless we're ,.. 
prepared to put a hell of a lot of pressure on 

him. Because it involves iru"tting Americans~ iritc- -
~ if it's going to be ~one effectively--eQ~-!bg' 

<Aroea:ciins ~ Vietnam, having them ask questions 

that are very politically sensitive, and finding 

out things that Diem would rather not have out-
a 

siders find out about. ~- I thinks that's why, 

that's one reason, anyway, why noth_ing nuch hap

pened. Another thing is we really didn't have a 

very clear idea, I don't think we ha~ny clear 

idea right up till the very end as to what the 

real nature of the political problem was in Viet

nam. Tilere's a tendency on the one side, .and that's 

reflected in one of my meioos here, on the part of 
,,,---...... 

journal~sts and so on--I think of [ Robe rf ] 
. -- -· -\ 

Shop\ e.r-. _ _, _for example, 
r: ........ -

a.-~ ~orres---- - -t-e pondent" ~think of. it in terms of western 
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democratic forms. And that's what we finally went 

for under Lyndon Johnson. It couldn't have been 

less relevant in my view. But if that wasn't rele

vant then the question wast what was. One of the 

troubles was we didn't know enough about what was 

going on in the Viet Cong movement. We didn't 

haye the kind of analysis that Jeffery Race has 
. 

now made in this book on the war, which I think 

is the best thing that I know of on the nature 

of the appeals and ·so on. 

So nothing happens to this kind of stuff. 

I mean, my study on Viet Cong grievances, or 

grievances in the countryside, as I recall it~ 

got sent out to Saigon. I got a reaction back 

from the desk officer, (( :Jr~~en Wood, 

saying they thought it was great, they liked it, it was 

good stuff, you know. [Laughte~.0· 

~t that's about it, you know. 

M>SS: Yeah. 

JOHNSON: Okay.· 11tat I think prett y well covers that. 

[!nterruptionJ_Ji:::::t~ ~his . is not a particularly 
::JO\.\f.):.Ot,~ ~ ~-f d . bu i r ik h f in orme comnent t t str es me t at Komer s 

meroos here are kind of tactical in character, which 

is a familiar kind of meroo if you're in the 
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bureaucracy. It isn't so I11Jch that he's endorsing 

getting a military presence in Vietnam--well, 

that's the way it sounds--as he is saying that if 

~' C"' ' we do get one inJ\ ~ ,nt one point he says 

explicitly, I don't know whether it's a good 

ideaj- :Jbis is the way to do itt~~ ~hat's the 

way I read these memos. Really you ought to ask 

Bob ·about that. 

Now on the business of why certain memos are 

addressed to Bundy and certain me~s wee addressed 

to Rostow, I think that was--it would be hard to 

recall in retrospect and I suspect it's just acci

dental or had to do with some kind of tactical 

situation at that time. 

M>SS: ~}Ibo was in townfi0 

JOHNSON: Both of them were our bosses. Rostow might be 

out of town for the day ~ you kno~ ~here's no -

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

particular reason for t hat. You could ask Komer 

about why he did it. Let's seEC; I don't think 

this is very helpful really, these comnents. 

[Interruption] _.-\-"'c '(-" c ( •< ~\ 
You can always take them off ~later. 

We can always take them off, right. This business 

of the paragraph 1 of Rostow' s memo of the eit'irf8 IO+>-. 
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·,1' ~ . 
of May being uncannily prophetic,~predicting a 

military coup and the questions this might raise, 

I thi~:~ome other evidence in these mem:>s indicates, 

we were constantly getting reports of coup planni~ 

all during this .Perlod and there presumably was coup 

planning, in fact, of various degrees of ·seriousness 
'- . . -·- - .. -- ··· 

going on that CIA was aware ·of. That's rather 

.typical of this kind of a situation, I think • .. And 

in that sense it is not particularly prophetic •.. 

Well, let me ask you this too while we are on the 

subject. How much reliance did people · place on the 

CIA reports, the TDCS series for instance? 'nley 

seemed to be a real mixed bag as far as value is 

concerned. 

Oh they are a very mixed bag, I thin~~ 2f co0se -
it depends on the reliability of the source and 

all that sort of thi~g, which is indicated in a 

general way on the report itself; jut if wanted 

to really find out you would have to go back and 

ask CIA. 

i'.t' It's very hard to say in general the reliance they 

place upon this kind· of report. Of course top 

policy makers seldom see these detailed agent 

reports and so on. And/of cours~sometimes when 

they find one that confirms their presuppositions 
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why they are likely to believe that and not 

others. I think if you are following things 

fairly closely and are reading these as am:>ng the 

things that you read you are ID)re likely to be 

impressed, obviously, if you seem to get a pattern 
~+ 

of the~ s:tQ_ r: tliiit there are a · number of them that ,. 
are from different sources and different 

;-+.o\ 
angles are .. 

saying somewhat the same thing, then you get somelilhat 

concerned or you get interested .in] pr if some 

part of the thing is subsequently confirmed by 

something that happened. Bu~of cours~you have 
) 7 

other ways of getting intelligence, finished 

intelligence or quasi-finished intelligence, as you 
· Bv"\ 

know.,._ .,...ere are checks on this kind of thing and 

they give you some kind of evaluation by an expert. 

I think you raised some question about whether 
. C\. f f<OV I I\ t'I t 

Rostow' s final comnent to the effect that G "'~ 

" that this looks okay with these qualifications, 

tended to undermine other qualifications/ I don't 

know the exact nature of this metll), what it was intended 

for1· but it sounds as though it was intended as a 

kind of briefing ~ID) for the president to raise 

questiontr>~ ;_hat~ust. sort of ~;ther things equal 

statement at the end saying okay these are .the 

questions I have had and the rest of it, as far as 
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I am concerned, looks okay. So I don't attach 

any particular significance to that. 

You raised some questions about the Vietnam 

task force, who attended and so on. The task 

force was basically a bureaucratic kind of 

operation with~ bureaucratic kind of representation. 

Cottrell I guess was about as high-level as anybody. 

He was an FS0-1 I believe. ntere was a rear 

admiral or vice admiral • • • 

Luther Heinfz. 

Hein~ was~ deputy head of the military assistance 

program, the Far East part of it. 

He was ISA/FE. 

That's what it was. And the conversation was 

bureaucratic. It's not that the conversation was 

very memorable, I am afr aid, and that therefore 

one has nice stories to tell aboutQ<S9 A very 

bureaucratic kind of operation which related most 

of the time to fairly detailed issues of who does 

what tomorrow or next week or whatever. It served 

a purpose, typical I think of this kind of operationr 

of providing some measure of coordinationi although 
---not all the coordination took place in the meetings('. 

some measure of comnunication among everybody 

inv0lved so that everybody knew what was goil)g on 
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~re or less on Vietnam, so that USIA, for 

example, would be a part and what not. So far 

as my designation to repr esent the White House 

NSC staff on this, my recollection· is that Walt 

simply told me to go to the fir.st meeting: Maybe 

I asked him another time o·r two but I just learned 

that I was to be the repres~tative. I was the 

appropriate representative because he would have 

been illlch the highest· le~ person there, I think, 

·if he had gone. 

My own role in this was a rather delicate 

one, at least I felt it so, maybe it was that I 

had been oversocialized by my prior experience 

on the NSC staf~ But if you are at all sensitive 

to the problems it is very hard to represent the 

president or the White House in a body like . this 

because you don't know what the hell. the ·presidenr 

or the White House's view is on new issues and 

particularly issues that involve detailed questions 

that they have not addressed and may never address . 

So that a large part ·of my role, as I think these 

me~s indicate, was simply, as we used to say in 

the bureaucracy, keeping a watching brief, .that is 

going, listening, occas2ionally making a comment, 
~ 
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tending to become involved more procedurally 

than substantively in reporting. 'nlen if I had 

any questions that I wanted to g~t substantive 

advice on, raising those sort of retrospectively 

and then going back outside the meeting, or going 

back in the next meeting or something like that. 

I don't think that the way I played it was the 

way that everybody played it in task forces. 
tY-eri~~~ 

Bob Komer andAKenHansen were on a task force on 

Ira~, if I reme~er ___ corrictly, at that ~and 
my impression.9from the staff meetings was they e . ,. 
played a pretty activist role. Now that was .a 

different kind of task force. 'nlere were all 

sorts of task forces and that was more a policy~ 

oriented task force. Ours was 1t11ch 100re operational, 

administrative task force. So that made some of 

the differen~e too.¢{ So far ·as representative is 
- ~Q\ ~.._g_ 

concerned~~! am sure CJtza: can be obtained from 

the r~cord, but my recollection is that varioys 

people from the State Department, various offices 

in State that had an int erest were represented 
[-:-o,~ t.'-',e+s ti\ ~C\~ <j 

there; Defense; JCS1CIA, that is the covert side 

of CIA, not intelligence side, as far as I can 
~ 

reme1\>er. · "' 
[Oes-fr\of""\c.\ ~ .) 

Yes. So it wouldn't have been~Des Fitzgerald 

who was • • • 
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Yes, Des came to some of those, but then he had 

McGill representing him. I've forgotten his name 

but I knew his brother later. But t remember . 
. 0. (~Q~ r .c-y .! or ~~er fl.ct\ fet'tc\ 

Des was in and out of thAt thing. AID~ I think,O~v~~oP: 
I /\ (tf\,S?-->t ~ e. \ \, I(\ E. "'1"t 

was represented; Wlfite House NSC. After~Taylor;..J 

was designated special assistant of whatever he 

was to the presiden5. a §sr'""'c\Q.\ repre~en\o.-\·,~~ 

Special military representative. 

to the 

president some Ioung commander from his staff also 
- -· - · - - · · - - - · - · - - - -- .. 

went to those meetings. We wene together typically 

during that time. In fact one of these records 

of meetings that doesn't have my name on it I 

think was probably prepared by that guy. 

Oh, do you remember his name? 

Oh hell. I'd recognise • • • 
[Lo ·.J re.r,~ e ~r 

The only guy I remember is/\Larry Leg~re, but •••• 

Well, La~~egere, no it was~'t Larry. It was a 

more junior guy. Larry was a lieutenant colone~ or-

e c.\c::if'.e \© 
,, There was another guy who was a colonel or a 

brigj'dier genera1® ~t this young guy, quite 

bright subsequently went over with Taylor when 

Taylor went to the Pentagon and then he commanded 

a destroyer or something, that was the last I 
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knew about t)im. I ~n'-\ reN\e<r·x ·er 
t uJ oc'th c :; 
,..Bagley? 

JOHNSON: B~gley, that's it. John ••• 

M>SS: Worth Bagley. 

JOHNSON: Worth Bagley, Worth Bagley, that's the guy • 
. 

M>SS: ·I was trying to pull it out of my meioory there. 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

c ,. 

I knew I had seen the name somewhere. 

That's amazing, I hadn't thought of that but 
no ~veq·,or\ o..\;ou\- ',""\0 that's the guy}~ ~et's see. 

Now, on the question of why the concept 

of a task force and why it was necessary to set 

up a pa~llel task force in Saig6n when there 
~ 

was already a mission out there. It was just 

that. the Kennedy administration set up task 
f'.e~ 

focces, it was a ~ device. ,.. 
lhat's what I thought. 

I think part of the idea here was to provide . ·t~ some flexibility and that in virtue by a ,. 
degree in getting things out of the normal 

~o 
bureaucratic channels, that is ~have, to 

,.. . -l 

r.-.' e. 
designate specifically people Mk§?MA11d~represent 

an agency. 'nlat meant that the question at least 

was raised and it didn't .get settled automatically 

because somebody was on some desk or other. Now"
/ 
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in. fact of cours~the reality is that the people 

~normally handled it t ended to be the people 

" designated. But I think that was the main 

reason. I can'·t remember, if I ever knew, why 

a task force was set up in Saigon. I suspect 

though that it was partly cosmetic, but it was 

partly perhaps to get the embassy focused on the 

set of ·issues with which we were concerned and 

to think of themselves as a task force that had 

a relationship to a task force in Washington. 

But somebody like Nolting's deputy ••• 
[UJ·,\r'°'~ ~ ~ 

~Truehart. · 

Trueh~~' Bill Trueh~rt • ...__, v 
Oh, one set of names you can strai£_hten me out on 

. L:Jch_n~sh\\"C'.\i.-:\ 
too: John Mecklin and a fellow namea-EiC¢tElji' Dou-

" you remeper. . . , . . D o'nr J , 
(Pubh~ (:"-' '\ .. •\<-:. (\, n ·, ·0 "frl~c.hl "'" 

Mecklin was the PAO~in Saigon and 't'• I~ was the 

guy, my recollect is that he was in Alex Johnson's 

staff or GPM on State Department. 

1bat sounds right. 

I never knew him well, but I can remember the 

name. 

Both .of them pop in and out of the Vietnam thing 

all the time. 
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Although Mec~ling wasn't that involved. 

He appears in the August-Septemebr-Oct6ber '63 

thing every now and then. 
· ~ 

Oh, does he. that's possible, see I wasn't 
A 

involved in that myself. 

Right. 

'lbe next question I have a conment on: What 

-- - - - -did it mean irfractice that ~he task force would 

be running the Vietnam desk? Well, Cottrell in 

effect became a very high-level desk officer. 

Ben Wood who had been on the desk then became 

his deputy. And the task force in effect beAsme 

from this point of view a mechanism for .coordinating 

some of the action, some of the infonnation that 

would o~inarily be handled by the desk, but it 

gave it a kind of special status presumably. By 

bringing in a high-level person it did elevate the 

State Dppartment leadership over what it would be 

if you just had an ordinary desk officer running 
c ·, 

things. <t\ In general, ~ask fo1s:e opeza~~ the 

only thing that I can remember of a basic policy 

sort that was raised with . the task fo_rce it~elf 
-r eµ\. 

was this Cot~e.11 plan for cleaning ~tft:::Pf the 

panhandle in Laos that is mentioned in here that 
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You have a sort of aside question on declassification 

and whether agencies haV'e the authority to declassify 

material in NSC papers. As far as I know that 

authority continued, however it did not relate 

to the whole NSC paper, but rather to the point 

that the State Department in implementing a 

paragraph relating to diplomacy had perfect 

authority to decide how to handle that particular 

issue from the point of view of -classification. 

Obviously some things become public because they 

involve public actions, but the authority to 

declass~fy, downgrade classification of NSC papers, 

I don't know where that rests. I know that when 

I was on the NSC staff way back in th~ fifties 

people were raising that question of what was going 

to happen when all ~·this became histocy, who was 

going to handle this horrendous problem of deciding 

on classification. 

1-l>SS: I'm right there now. Believe me it's a mare's nest. 
lb 

JOHNSON: it!if Gleason, who was the deputy executive secretary 

" of the Nscrsubsequently went over to be deputy head 

of the historical office. I think (f>rOb~ 
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got involved when he went over there. 

We get things going both ways now. You know 

we'll send them to NSC and they'll say, "No, 

no, this h~s to be reviewed by ISA and JCS2~nd 
t\) , <; .-r rfo r N"\ o\ \ o" P.c::E MC"i] \\ I 

USIA and this and that. Or we will send them " .. 
out to the agencies we thing are concerned and 

they'll say, "No, this concerns national 

security policy, we have got to send it up to 

the NSC." 
\te!L~ul J h~. v~ 

Well, that's the way · - been handled before 
. .. 

too I'm sure, b~,suse our tendency li{&S to say 
\f' 

we take responsibility for nothing @iPthis ,.. 
<!·Ge.fl.~tt.,a=e:f~ 0 f e ·::ti ec\€' 

I thinl one of the problems is that when they 

came out with the new executive order the 

implementation is lodged in the NSC. 

I see. No, I didn't make any notes because I 
' \-• t \ l ',. ' ""':- I...._ ~ • I .. • . ! • 
-.L,,;~ ... • • .~ · ... • 

began to run out of time so ~'wing it on 

" this. 

~tRRU,ti0NJ ..,. 

JOHNSON: . You asked why Walt Rostow in a particular meDX> 

of the 26th of May 1961 thought the situation 

in Vietnam was critical. I think basically 

Walt tended to believe that the situation out 

there was always critical, f~m then and alm:>st 
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at all subsequent times. Furthermore Walt wasl' 

I thinkt1'lways looking for targets of opportunit~ 

t}lat is'-'if there were something in the news, the 
J 

news in the broad sense of intelligence reports or 

telegrams as well as the newspapers, that he could 

use to make his point, why he would take ~ff from 

that and use that as a way to get people a~tated 
and interetsed. Which is a device that we all 

use to some degree in the bureacracy, but I 

think Walt perfected it to a degree that few . 
other people have. I don't have any other comnents 

here on this. 

I thirik you've already_ covered the Korean draft 
0.?\<'~C 0'\.'""1·-\\ -i \\~'f\ 
@ere~ earlier. 

" That's right. Oh, the 2nd of June 1961, I don't 

have any specific recollection of this at all but 

I suspect that the question of what do we do 

about making p(iblic statements had somehow gotten 
\..o ,j 

. . . 
wr, • ~ 

up to the president and he decided it" meanwhile 
" 

it was being turned around in the bureaucracy. 

1bat' s not an unusual thing to have happen. 

M:>SS: Okay. 
:!: ave .. ~ 4 ·, . ~ - ""'R ~.) . i" -T-he.. ccrf'\er r'r\.t' ' . . - i I -~ i 

JOHNSON: J_:-gUe~her~.-, C{eH-;zere~erTng -1~ ,. - --·--
Rostow had seen the me~ he nust have seen m:>st -
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of these. He was pretty good about reading met00s 
'rA.6. 

If you sent him one you could assume that he~read 

it. $ort'\~-t~N"~c;: -\ h~""\ doesn't ~ppear. on 
'ov-\; "\~ \~ ·,!'..f\'.+ ...:=,ar:l :~,.,.<· · 0 

it" A tremendous Capacity to work in the guy, to 
. 4\ 

read, God./ Well.again, this business of in~lated 

figures, we relied on Vietnam GBN information all 

the time because we simply lacked any alternative{ 

~til we bevame heavily involved and we were 

able to collect our own information. That was j+~. i;; 

problem constantly on Vietnam, the fact that you 

relied on Vietnamese info~tion and the Vietnamese 
-'\~· 

·reporting system was one ~ dld not necessarily 

encourage the production. • • • I mean it was a 

well-known fact that it was an autho.ritarian 

system and it worked on the princi~l:' of the 

bearers of bad tidings suffer for bringing them. 

Therefore you don't report bad tidings. Plus the 

fact that they were trying to influence us. So 
'IOIJ \i:.f'\e..,.; 

that's a very cormnon kind of 

unsatisfactory charac6ter of 
....:_.) ~ 

prob le~",.. tt was · mP 
<:> information. q tflpaltr 

in a way it's a kind of <4· dangerous att00sphere to --operate in because people were generally aware 

of this and they knew it. The specialists on 
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any particular bit of information always knew 
e. 

that with res~ct to their information what the 

sources were. 

Yes. 

lbe trouble was that one was always gett~ng a 

lot of informationl""and one would forget that 
s 

this wasn't necesAarily the gospel truth or even 

any place c_los_e __ t~ it. lbere might be damned 

good reasons why it was asserted. lbat's one of 

the horrendous problems of the Vietnam thi~ 
. I 

~we got so heavily involved and dependent on 

them and not really knowing. Of course we 

didn't do all that 11J.1ch better once we got out 

there, although Bob Komer ~ u_"~.!\.) \& f'' ... J, .. _"\ .. \\J 
-t'n~ I • . (.. \ 

atter he got his computer~ Of'-' t' ... :-1 ,r .. ·, • • • • 
~ -

-\ .. \\ \l," 

Commenting on the question of why the members 

of the Cottrell task force seemed to go along 

with his proposals for some kind of military 

action in Laos as a way of dealing with that 

problem, I can only speculate but it's based on 

a feeling I've had ~or some time in observing the 

experts on Southeast Asia and .that is a feeling 

that we would not have been saved from our errors 

in Vietnam by . the experts necessarily. 'Dlere 

were some experts, to be sure, that were opposed 

to some of the things t hat we did at particular 
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times, but it is also tru~ thin~that the 

experts tended to identify, here as elsewhere 

in the world, with the country that they were 

concerned with. 'nley tended to know Vietnamese, 

many of them had served in Vietnam, it wa~ their 
T 

job to make this program succeed and so on. '!fen 

there was the additional fact that there was 

still a hangover of a lot of cold war thinking 
. . 

in the bureaucracy and one might say in the 

administration. So that when somebody comes in 

with a proposal of doing something of a military 

sort in Laos and presents it to a lnmch of 

bureaucratfc experts, it's not too surprising, 
~ \~.;'3° 

I think, that they go along with it or~ don't 

" raise serious objection to it. Another facto~ 

of cours~that may be operating here was that 

they were bureaucrat and they realized that that 

kind of issue wasn't going to be one that they 

were going~~o ~~ttle in that kind of a group. 
< :;: . ' -. '~ J ( ( • _ , • • ' • ~ . ' ~ 

One part of Cottrell' s proposal was that we sort 

~f give up on the Geneva Conference on Lao~J 

I think there was a certain amount of sympathy .. 
for that kind of hardline~· view on the Geneva 
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negotiations within the bureaucracw c:1;a~ 

there were real misgivings about what was being 

--done in Geneva, I can remember myself having 

some at some point, on the theory that this was 

going to crea(} a -situation that was going to 

be highly tmstable. Perhaps there was not 

sufficient ~wareness ~in th~ bureaucracy of · 

sort of the overall administration strategy here .. 

'"''"'~ with respect to relationship between Laos· and ,.. 
Vietnam. 

~EGIN TAP.E II SIDE IiJ 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

M>SS: 

JOHNSON: 

Yes, that's right. I had forgotten that. Let's 

see know, there is. • • • Yes, I remember this 

point, skepticism, tha~'s the one I want to come 

around I think. 

The Rostow memo of the 21st of June, ~ext Steps 

in Vietnam. 

Do you have the thing going? 

Yes, do you want me to turn it off? 

Yes, I guess I can comment on this. I don't think 

one should really be surprised about Rostow 

expressing skepticism with respect to what we or 
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the Vietnamese were doing. I think that 

skepticism was rather cotm00n in the government. 

Part of the problem here, I think, is this 

image that many people have that the policy was 
('J.,o D1 f"'l'n 

one of sink or swim with ~ Diem. That 

is 1D.1ch too simple a characterization of it~ 

because people were very sensitive to the fact that 

Diem had dem:>nstrated real limitations in the 

past, that there was continuing evidence that he 

wasn't capable or willing to do the things · that 

we thought anyway should be done, sometimes he 

may have been right. Therefore this did run as 

a kind of a strand through the thinking of policy 

makers at this time, that we had adopted, as I 

indicated earlier, a posture of trying the Diem 

approach, that is to committing ourselves, recom

mitting ourselves to Diem and trying to see if we 

couldn't work through him. That's all I have to 

~-now.-> I think that in general one reason 
'--=?~~t c <' '-'\..J. " .. r.J 
~Cottrell was chosen to head this task force 

was that he was a can-do guy and the theo~ was 
' \)..)OU · . .:. 

that he would ram things through or he,._maneuver 

or he would in one way or another see that things 

got done, and that was very mu~h what, in general, 

the Kennedy administration wanted. I mean they . 
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in general felt that there weren't very many 

can-do people in the State Department and I 
-t'r-o..~ . 

think,_ from this point of view they were favor-

ably impressed. I think Cottrell's real limitation 

was that paradoxically he was not very sensitive 

to the political aspects of the various things 

that he was involved in. But he did have Ben 

Wood who was an old Vietnam hand and who was more 

sensitive to this kind of thing. 
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